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Abstract. Alaska Simulator Toolset (AST) is a software suite developed at the University of Innsbruck for exploring diﬀerent approaches
to business process ﬂexibility by using a familiar metaphor, i.e., travel
planning and execution. For this, AST provides integrated support of
several decision deferral based approaches to process ﬂexibility and enables their systematic comparison. Moreover, AST facilitates the design
and execution of controlled experiments through experimental workﬂow
support. This paper introduces AST, explains its underlying meta-model,
discusses factors which can be investigated using AST and shows how it
can be used for designing and conducting experiments.

1

Introduction

Alaska Simulator Toolset (AST) has been developed to address the investigation
of strengths and weaknesses of diﬀerent approaches to ﬂexibility in Process-aware
information systems (PAIS). In particular, AST allows a systematic comparison
of these approaches through the execution of controlled experiments.
A critical success factor in applying a PAIS is the option to ﬂexibly deal with
process changes [3,4] (e.g., to react to changes, like shifts in customers’ attitudes
or the introduction of new laws [1]). To address the need for ﬂexible PAISs,
competing paradigms enabling process changes and process ﬂexibility have been
introduced, e.g., adaptive processes [5], case handling [6], declarative processes
[7], and late binding and modeling [8] – for an overview see [9]. While adaptive
processes provide ﬂexibility by supporting structural process adaptations, ﬂexibility can also be achieved through loosely speciﬁed process models which enable
deferring decisions about the exact process structure from modeling time to runtime [9], when more information is available. By deferring decisions to run-time
the strict separation of build-time (i.e., modeling or planning) and run-time (i.e.,
execution), which is typical for traditional workﬂow management systems, can
be relaxed and planning and execution become more closely interwoven. Unfortunately, however, little research exists so far on the suitability of respective
approaches depending on the characteristics of business processes to be supported. In particular, there is a lack of empirical insights on the selection of an
appropriate approach.
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To pick up this need this paper introduces AST, which is used for the systematic comparison of diﬀerent approaches to decision deferral. Section 2 elaborates
on the support for diﬀerent approaches for deferring decisions and describes the
underlying meta-model. Section 3 discusses several factors which have a potential impact on the suitability for these approaches. Section 4 then describes how
AST can be used for designing and executing controlled experiments. Related
work is listed in Section 5, Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary and
an outlook.

2

Alaska Simulator Toolset

To foster the comparison of diﬀerent approaches for process ﬂexibility Alaska
Simulator Toolset1 has been implemented, which takes a journey as metaphor for
a business process. Section 2.1 summarizes the diﬀerent approaches for process
ﬂexibility and decision deferral supported by Alaska Simulator, while Section 2.2
introduces its meta-model and Section 2.3 discusses the journey metaphor.
2.1

Support for Decision Deferral Patterns in Alaska Simulator

To foster the comparison of diﬀerent approaches to process ﬂexibility, Alaska
Simulator provides integrated support for the decision deferral patterns described in [9] (cf. Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Diﬀerent Planning Approaches

Traditional workﬂow management systems oﬀer little ﬂexibility and require
to completely predeﬁne a business process in advance, thus employing a strictly
plan-driven approach separating modeling and execution entirely (cf. Fig. 2A).
Plan-driven approaches try to overcome uncertainty by developing a very detailed plan up-front, which is then regarded as the schema for execution. However, as plans tend to be more imprecise the earlier they are elaborated [18],
1
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concentrating all planning eﬀorts in the planning phase imposes the risk of rendering plans useless due to changing conditions (e.g., changing requirements) [1].
To address this risk both Late Binding and Late Modeling oﬀer slightly more
ﬂexibility by allowing for placeholder activities which can be reﬁned during runtime (cf. Fig. 2B). Using Late Binding the selection of the actual content for
the placeholder activity (from a set of predeﬁned fragments) can be deferred to
run-time. The Late Modeling pattern goes one step beyond this and allows for
the modeling (not only selection) of the placeholder content at run-time. Using
Late Binding or Late Modeling the strict separation of modeling and execution is
slightly relaxed allowing for modeling activities during run-time, but restricted to
pre-speciﬁed parts in the process, i.e., to the placeholder activities (cf. Fig. 2B).
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Fig. 2. Planning and Execution Modes

Most ﬂexibility is oﬀered by the Late Composition pattern, which allows users
to iteratively compose a business process (or a journey respectively) by selecting
activities from a repository, while respecting all existing constraints. By employing iterative and continuous planning Late Composition mitigates the risk
of rendering plans useless due to changing conditions [1,19,20] (cf. Fig. 2C). In
contrast to the plan-driven approach (as employed by traditional workﬂow management systems) no detailed up-front plan is created, the initial plan remains
more coarse grained [19]. Over time the initial plan is iteratively reﬁned, allowing for the integration of newly gained knowledge. In contrast to plan-driven
approaches, which focus on the plan as an artifact by itself, the emphasis is put
on planning as an ongoing activity. Distributing planning eﬀort over the entire
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duration enables deferring decisions to the last responsible moment [1] and to
create opportunities for learning. When this last responsible moment actually
will be, highly depends on the characteristics of a business process. Figure 3 classiﬁes activities according to their availability and reliability and shows strategies
on how to best deal with particular classes of activities.
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Fig. 3. Deciding at the Last Responsible Moment

Fig. 3 shows that committing to highly available activities (i.e., by making
a resource reservation) should be avoided. Reserving respective activities introduces unnecessary early commitment without gaining any beneﬁts. In contrast,
activities with high reliability in combination with low availability should be reserved before the reservation deadline to guarantee resource availability (i.e., the
last responsible moment would be just before the reservation deadline). Activities
with low availability and low reliability are most diﬃcult to handle. Depending
on the business value that can be gained and the cost of the respective activity, it
might be worth to commit to the activity and to schedule a second more reliable
activity in parallel. Therefore, instead of choosing between one of the activities
right away an option is build allowing to defer the last responsible moment for
deciding between the alternatives.
How much pre-planning is “enough” highly depends on the characteristics
of the business process. In the most extreme cases a fully pre-speciﬁed plan
like in traditional workﬂow management systems (i.e., if all activities have a low
availability and a high reliability) or an empty initial plan (i.e., if the availability
is high) might be most appropriate.
2.2

Alaska Simulator Meta-model

This section describes the meta-model underlying Alaska Simulator (cf. Fig. 4).
Goal. When conducting a journey with AST, the goal is to maximize the
travel experience (i.e., the overall “business value” of the journey). For optimizing
the execution of a journey, information about the beneﬁts (i.e., business value),
costs and duration of actions, but also about their availability and reliability is
essential.
Journey, Journey Plan, Locations. Alaska Simulator supports users in
composing journeys based on a pre-speciﬁed journey configuration (i.e., instance
of the meta-model) on a journey plan. A journey plan is represented by a calendar
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Fig. 4. Alaska Simulator Meta-Model

for scheduling plan items (i.e., activities, routes or accommodations). During a
journey diﬀerent locations can be visited, each providing distinct plan items
to select from (e.g., activity Visit Denali National Park is only available a
location Denali).
Plan Items. Plan Items can be atomic actions or complex placeholder actions. Atomic actions can either be activities, routes or stays at accommodations.
For each atomic action its “business value”, costs, duration, availability and reliability are speciﬁed. Moreover, a booking deadline as well as cancellation fees
are known. Complex placeholder actions, in turn, provide placeholders which can
be reﬁned during the execution of a journey. Late Binding Placeholder Actions
provide a set of Plan Item Sequences from which one can be selected during
run-time. Late Modeling Placeholder Actions, in turn, allow users to compose a
Plan Item Sequence during run-time from a set of predeﬁned plan items respecting existing constraints. Plan items in general, in addition to their name and
a description, have a start time (which is determined by their position in the
journey plan) and a particular state (e.g., scheduled, booked, started, executed).
A state transition diagram depicting the lifecycle of an action is illustrated in
Fig. 5.
Constraints. When composing a journey diﬀerent constraints have to be considered. Constraints can be classiﬁed as execution and termination constraints.
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Execution constraints restrict the execution of activities (e.g., an activity can be
executed at most once, or two activities are mutually exclusive). Termination
constraints, in turn, aﬀect the termination of process instances and specify when
process termination is possible. For instance, an activity must be executed at
least once before the process can be terminated or a particular end location must
be reached for terminating the journey. Alaska Simulator provides support for
all control-ﬂow constraints described in [13] (e.g., a response constraint requiring that activity A is eventually followed by B or a mutual exclusion constraint
prohibiting that activity A and B co-occur). In addition, several resource and
time related constraints are supported (e.g., a budget constraint restricting the
available travel budget, an end location constraint requiring that the journey
ends at a particular location, a completion day constraint restricting the journey to a particular duration, an execution time constraint restricting the time
when a particular activity can be executed, and a time lag constraint requiring
a minimum time-lag between executing two activities).
Uncertainty. Journeys are characterized by incomplete information prior to
execution. The outcome of an action within a journey plan is not predeﬁned
and varies with the weather conditions encountered. The degree of variation is
deﬁned by the action’s reliability, i.e., low reliability indicates that the outcome
of an action is highly weather dependent. The overall business value of a journey
(i.e., a numeric value representing the travel experience) is calculated as the sum
of business values of all performed actions. Prior to performing the journey only
the expected business value for each action as well as its reliability are known. The
expected business value which is calculated based on the action’s reliability and
the average weather characteristics of the location where the action is available.
During the journey the action’s actual business value is calculated based on the
actual weather conditions encountered.
Resource Scarcity. When planning a journey potential resource scarcity has
to be considered. By ﬁrmly booking an action, its availability can be guaranteed,
but the cost of the action must be paid immediately. If the booking is canceled
during the journey, a cancellation penalty might apply, thus making too early
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commitments costly. Furthermore, booking is only possible up to a certain time
before executing the action, as speciﬁed by the booking deadline.
Events. In addition to changing weather conditions, unforeseen events (e.g.,
a traﬃc jam resulting in delays) create uncertainty in a journey. On the one
hand, a ChangeActionEvent changes values of existing actions during the journey. For example, a particular event might increase or decrease the business
value, the availability, the costs or the duration of an action. On the other hand,
a NewActionEvent allows to introduce new actions at a particular location during
run-time. Moreover, events occur with a predeﬁned probability during run-time,
may have an expiration time and can be attached to a particular location (i.e.,
the event only occurs when the traveler is at a particular location).
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Fig. 6. Screenshot of Alaska Simulator

Fig. 6 depicts the graphical user interface of the Alaska Simulator. Users
can compose their individual journey plan by dragging available actions from
the Available Actions View (3) onto the travel itinerary (i.e., journey plan)
(1). Actions are usually only available at a particular location on the map (4).
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Existing constraints are displayed in the Constraint View (2) and have to be
considered when composing a concrete journey plan. After each user action, the
journey plan is validated and the user is informed about any constraint violations
and plan inconsistencies (5). Unforeseen events are shown in the Event View (6).
Prior to executing the journey users have to rely on weather statistics derived
from the weather characteristics of each location, which can be selected on a map
(4). During the journey a weather forecast is provided with the current weather
conditions at each location (7).
2.3

The Journey Metaphor

This section discusses the journey metaphor and shows how the concepts described in the previous section relate to business processes.
While the goal of a journey is to maximize “travel experience”, typical goals
for business processes are minimizing costs, cycle times or the optimization of
quality or customer satisfaction [14].
Journeys are composed based on journey configurations, likewise process instances representing concrete business cases based on a predeﬁned process
schema. Both in journeys and business processes certain activities are only available at certain locations (e.g., in a medical process surgeries can only be performed in an operating room). While journeys are composed from activities,
routes and accommodations, business processes comprise a set of activities. In
addition to atomic activities, complex placeholder activities (allowing for Late
Binding and Late Modeling) can also be found in business processes.
When composing a journey, or a business process respectively, existing contraints need to be considered. Thereby, support provided by Alaska Simulator is
comparable to existing declarative process management systems like DECLARE
[13].
Like journeys, highly ﬂexible business processes are characterized by incomplete information prior to execution. In a journey, uncertainty is, for example,
caused by unforeseen weather conditions, while uncertainty in business processes
refers to the diﬃculty to predict the exact activities and resources that are required to perform a particular process (e.g., due to changing requirements caused
by dynamic changes of the business environment) [15].
Both, when planning a journey or executing a business process, potential
resource scarcity has to be considered (e.g., appointments in medical processes
to deal with the limited availability of doctors) [16].
Unforeseen events have to be handled when conducting journeys (e.g., a traﬃc
jam resulting in delays), or executing a business process (e.g., changing requirements or an allergic reaction during a medical treatment) [17].
Motivation. The journey metaphor has been chosen since the domain of travel
planning is familiar to the majority of experimental subjects. Furthermore, journey planning is an attractive context for many people to become engaged in,
which signiﬁcantly improves their willingness to use the system for experimental
purposes and as a consequence increases internal validity of data.
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Limitations. Using a metaphor, however, imposes also several limitations. While
the concepts underlying Alaska simulator are mostly comparable to the ones in
PAISs, the domain under investigation is ﬁxed to travel planning. Generalizability to other domains (which are less familiar to the experimental subjects) has
to be investigated. Another limitation relates to the fact that Alaska Simulator, even though it allows scheduling of actions in parallel, currently does not
support the parallel execution of actions (since this does not naturally ﬁt the
travel metaphor). As a consequence, the ﬁndings obtained with Alaska Simulator, should be complemented with ﬁeld studies for further validation.

3

Factors for Investigating Diﬀerent Flexibility
Approaches

In the previous sections we have introduced the concepts underlying Alaska
Simulator (cf. Section 2.2), explained the journey metaphor (cf. Section 2.3) and
illustrated how it supports the diﬀerent decision deferral patterns (cf. Section
2.1). This section discusses diﬀerent factors having an impact on the suitability
of a particular approach for decision deferral, which can be investigated using
Alaska Simulator. These factors can be grouped into two categories: conﬁguration characteristics and personal characteristics.
3.1

Configuration Characteristics

Alaska Simulator allows researchers to investigate the impact of diﬀerent conﬁguration characteristics on the suitability of a particular approach for decision
deferral. Furthermore, Alaska Simulator can be used to compare diﬀerent approaches for particular conﬁguration characteristics.
– Actions. The diﬀerent attributes of the actions in the journey conﬁguration are a potential factor inﬂuencing the suitability of a particular approach.
For example, planning and executing a business process or a journey respectively and in particular resolving exceptional situations might be easier if the
conﬁguration comprises many small actions in contrast to a few very large
actions.
– Constraints. The suitability of a particular approach for planning and executing a business process or a journey respectively might be aﬀected by the
number and type of constraints. Moreover, the presence of global constraints
might have a potential negative impact on the applicability of Late Binding
or Late Modeling respectively.
– Events. The probability of unforeseen events that can occur during run-time
might be another factor aﬀecting suitability of the diﬀerent approaches.
– Uncertainty. The selection of a suitable approach might also depend on
the reliability of the diﬀerent activities. With increasing uncertainty decision
deferral might become more important.
– Resource Scarcity. Suitability might also be aﬀected by the availability
of activities. While availability of resources is facilitating decision deferral,
resource scarcity is creating signiﬁcant challenges.
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Personal Characteristics

Even though the advantages of applying decision deferral techniques are apparent, especially for highly uncertain environments – they foster both learning (i.e.,
the ability to resolve uncertainty) and flexibility (i.e., the ability to exploit learning outcomes) [21], their successful application also requires user experience. In
particular, as illustrated in Fig. 1, with increasing ﬂexibility the need for user
support increases. To fully exploit the beneﬁts, adopters must not only have the
skills to make use of decision deferral techniques, to be able to determine the
last responsible moment and to know how and when to build options (i.e., to
create opportunities for learning), but also be able to leverage learning results.
Literature suggests that talent and skills are among the critical people-factors
for agile methods [22,23], which tend to necessitate a richer mix of higher-skilled
people than plan-driven approaches [24]. This raises the question of how well inexperienced users can employ respective planning techniques and whether these
techniques can outperform plan-driven approaches for a lower level of expertise.
Novices and experts might not only diﬀer in their ability to defer decision to
run-time, but also in handling unforeseen events or obeying complex constraints.
AST allows, for example, to investigate to what extent novice users and experts
diﬀer and how the novice user’s modeling approach changes when uncertainty
increases.

4

Designing and Executing Experiments with Alaska
Simulator Toolset

This section describes details about the functionality AST provides for supporting researchers in designing and conducting experiments. AST consists of three
major components: Alaska Configurator, Alaska Simulator and Alaska Analyzer.
– Alaska Configurator allows researchers to design journey conﬁguration
(including locations, actions, events and constraints as well as the degree of
uncertainty and resource scarcity) executable through Alaska Simulator. In
addition, Alaska Conﬁgurator supports researchers in designing experimental
workﬂows guiding subjects during the experiment.
– Alaska Simulator allows to plan and execute journeys making use of diﬀerent decision deferral approaches. Thereby, each step performed while planning and executing a journey is logged in an MXML log ﬁle for later analysis
(e.g., using the process mining tool ProM [25]).
– Alaska Analyzer allows detailed manual analysis of planning behavior by
supporting replay of journeys step by step.
In the following we describe main functionalities of AST and how design and
execution of controlled experiments is supported, using the experiment described
in [26] as our example (cf. Fig. 7 for the experimental design).

AST for Conducting Controlled Experiments on Process Flexibility
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Fig. 7. Experimental Design

Alaska Conﬁgurator was used to design two journey conﬁgurations (California
and Alaska) including locations, actions, events, constraints as well as variability
of weather conditions (cf. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). For each journey conﬁguration two
variants were created, one for each factor level (i.e., few and many constraints).
To gather the participants’ demographic information Alaska Conﬁgurator was
used for designing a survey (cf. Fig. 10). The journey conﬁgurations and the
survey were then assembled to an experimental workﬂow (cf. Fig. 11).




Fig. 8. Deﬁning Actions and Locations with Alaska Conﬁgurator

During experiment execution participants were guided by the experimental
workﬂow. After presenting them with a survey (cf. Fig. 12), half the students
obtained conﬁguration California with few constraints, while the other half obtained the same conﬁguration with many constraints. The students then planned
and executed a journey to California. Each step that was performed while planning and executing was logged for later investigation and detailed analysis. Having completed their California journeys, subjects planned and executed a journey
to Alaska.
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Fig. 9. Deﬁning Constraints with Alaska Conﬁgurator



Fig. 10. Questionnaire Builder

After the planning session researchers were supported in analyzing the journeys by enabling them to replay each journey step by step, using Alaska Analyzer
(cf. Fig. 13).
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Fig. 11. Designer for Experimental Workﬂows



Fig. 12. Survey Generated Using Questionnaire Builder

Alaska Simulator, including a test conﬁguration, extensive documentation
and screencasts can be downloaded from http://www.alaskasimulator.org. For
detailed information on the results of controlled experiments conducted using
Alaska Simulator we refer to [26,27].
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Fig. 13. Replaying Journeys with Alaska Analyzer

5

Related Work

Most existing work about ﬂexibly dealing with exceptions, changes, and uncertainty in the context of PAISs and related technologies is strongly designcentered, i.e., aiming at the development of tools, techniques, and methodologies.
For overviews and discussions of these approaches, see [9,28,29].
Only few empirical investigations exist that aim to establish the suitability
of the various proposed artifacts. Closely related to this paper is our previous
work, which provides empirical insights into the use of declarative processes [26].
In particular, it investigates how well users can cope with the gained ﬂexibility
provided by declarative approaches, especially when processes become rather
complex in terms of constraints. The eﬀect of events on how end users can
cope with declarative approaches, in turn, is investigated in [27]. A theoretical
discussion on declarative versus imperative approaches is provided in [30]. In
[10], the results of a controlled experiment comparing a traditional workﬂow
management system and case-handling are described. The systems are compared
with respect to their associated implementation and maintenance eﬀorts. In turn,
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the impact of workﬂow technology on PAIS development and PAIS maintenance
is investigated in [31]. Other empirical works with respect to PAISs mainly deal
with establishing their contribution to business performance improvement, e.g.
[32,33], and the way end-users appreciate such technologies, e.g., [34,35].
Worth mentioning here is a stream of research that relates to so-called change
patterns [9]. It provides a framework for the qualitative comparison of existing
ﬂexibility approaches.

6

Conclusion

Alaska Simulator Toolset supports researchers in systematically comparing different approaches for decision deferral by means of controlled experiments. This
paper describes the concepts underlying Alaska Simulator and shows how AST
supports the diﬀerent patterns for decision deferral. In addition, the paper discusses factors having a potential impact on the suitability of a particular approach for decision deferral, which can be investigated using AST. Moreover,
the paper demonstrates how AST supports researchers in conducting controlled
experiments. In particular, Alaska Configurator allows researchers to design
journey conﬁguration executable with Alaska Simulator and supports them in
designing experimental workﬂows guiding users during the experiment. Alaska
Simulator allows to plan and execute journeys making use of diﬀerent approaches
for decision deferral. Alaska Analyzer, in turn, supports detailed analysis of data
and replaying journeys step by step.
Future work includes the planning and execution of additional controlled experiment with AST. On the tool side, the development of a dashboard simplifying
the supervision of experiments is planned.
Acknowledgements. We thank Felix Schöpf for his work on the experimental
workﬂow support, and Michael Schier on the Late Binding and Late Modeling
Support in Alaska Simulator.
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